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Industrial Buildings

Pavilion is a leader in the design and manufacture of custom made re-locatable engineered fabric structures. Highlights include our portable SHOP IN A BOX seen above on
the very right and large industrial storage/maintenance facilities as seen on the left.
With production facilities in Canada, a network of fabricators in the US and a very skilled
team of in-house engineers Pavilion has created a proud history of delivering innovative

QUALITY = SAFETY

and quality structures to a wide range of clients.
Other major benefits of our structures include their speed of delivery and erection, options to do extensions to any building any time and excellent portability allowing our customers to quickly re-locate their building at any time based on changing circumstances
(Huge advantage over convention construction techniques). Contrary to popular sales
techniques these advantages do not come with an increased price tag but rather with a
lower cost of ownership making Pavilion structures favored for industrial use. We can
provide standard designs or customized structures with wall height up to 25’ and widths
of 250’+ along with unlimited lengths allowing us to accommodate the largest of tasks.
We excel at tackling difficult and unique projects.
We only use HSS structural steel which is a hot formed strong light steel offering up to
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30% more strength than the round cold formed pipe that some our competitors use.
Quality materials along with stringent quality monitoring at our production facility means
a cost-effective operation with complete control over the manufacturing process.

Production plant in Edmonton,
Alberta
Dealers and Agents throughout
the US and Canada
All enquiries call 1-877-322-8234
Phone: 780-460-1726
Fax: 780-460-1754
E-mail:
sales@pavilionstructures.com

We use only the toughest architectural membranes to provide a durable weather-tight
shell that meets or exceeds applicable construction standards. With a wide range of
colors and optional corporate graphics your Pavilion building can be both distinctive and
durable for year to come.
Our 100% re-locatable and recyclable designs help to maximize the economic potential
of any site.
Let us help you get into a high quality Pavilion structure that equals unsurpassed safety.

